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1. Scientific results 2014 
The FOM programme 'Single gold nanorods in live cells' has started its third year and the team has 
developed into an active group of closely collaborating multidisciplinary researchers. All experi-
ments are highly dependent on each other's results. In the daily routine, there are many interac-
tions in which experiments are often done by couples of PhD students/postdocs. 
 
Gold nanorods (GNRs) are synthesized, purified and functionalized routinely (Kros). Silica-coated 
GNRs have been synthesized, and dye molecules have been conjugated to the surface. Various 
other functionalizations, including Polyethylene Glycol, nuclear-localization signal (NLS) peptides 
and SNARE-mimetics have been produced. Gold nano spheres have been synthesized and tested, 
since these have been reported to be more stable and more easily taken up by the cell (nucleus). 
The luminescence of gold nanorods is now better understood and is used as an alternative to scat-
tering. The anti-Stokes, blue shifted photoluminescence may be used to reduce background of cell 
auto fluorescence, and monitor the temperature of the nanorods. 
 
Entry into cells resulting in free diffusion remains problematic. A large effort has been invested in 
inserting the GNRs in the cell (Schaaf). This appeared to be a persistent challenge. GNR uptake 
using transfection agents or passive uptake resulted to immobile or low mobility of GNRs in the 
cell. Several cell lines (HeLa, COS-1, U2OS) have been tested. Shear-flow induced GNR uptake 
based on a microfluidic 'Cell Squeezer' device was tested and shown to be highly detrimental to 
the cells and required very high concentrations of GNRs. Electroporation did not lead to efficient 
delivery either. Microinjection into the yolk sac of zebrafish embryos followed by embryonic 
growth and disruption into separate cells also led to highly immobile GNRs inside the cells. 
Finally, OIO Keizer spent two weeks in the lab of Dr. Dahan in Paris to learn direct microinjection 
techniques into single cells or single cell nuclei. This method looks promising, showing mobile 
GNRs in vital cells. The technique has been set up in the Leiden lab, and microinjection and subse-
quent single GNR tracking has become the method of choice. 
 
Live-cell two-photon imaging and subsequent 3D particle tracking was used extensively to assess 
the mobility of GNRs and vitality of the cells (Van Noort). The multiplexed two-photon micro-
scope was modified to increase the field of view from 30*30 to 80*80 micrometer2, leading to a 
larger through-put and faster identification of micro-injected cells. Pending results from biologi-
cally functional GNRs, image and trajectory analysis was extended to cover long tracks, dissecting 
various types of mobility. In addition to GNR tracking, a significant effort was put into two-pho-
ton spectroscopy of single GNRs. Building on one-photon single GNR sensing techniques (Zijlstra 
and Orrit), the unique plasmon enhanced sensing of protein-GNR interactions may be boosted by 
the superior signal-to-noise in two-photon excitation. The instrument was modified to allow for 
routine spectroscopy of single GNRs. In addition one-photon microscopy was employed to com-
pare detection and sensing capacities. 
 
Optical trapping of GNRs was developed in order to work near/in cells (Orrit). Fluorescence 
enhancement and photothermal detection have both been performed in the optical trap, which 
means that the techniques can be applied in more complex environments than the liquid solutions 
used so far. The combination of trapping with cell experiments has been tried by two OIO's 
(Carattino and Keizer), and found to require more time and a dedicated infrastructure. 
 
Several applications are being explored, and we expect good progress now that micro injection 
techniques alleviate delivery into the cell. An alternative delivery scheme, using the SNARE-
mimetic fusion system developed previously by Kros, is in the preliminary stages of being applied 
to GNRs. Early indications are that these GNRs diffuse more freely in cells, but further studies 
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need to be undertaken to confirm this and to determine whether nuclear localization is a possibil-
ity.  
Experiments have determined that nuclear-localization signal (NLS) functionalized rods enter cells 
more readily than non-functionalized GNRs. The nucleus or cytoplasm of the cells needs to be 
stained uniformly in a manner which can be imaged on the two-photon microscope before further 
NLS experiments are tried. Literature suggests that cell-penetrating peptides will also need to be 
conjugated to the rods to aid endosomal escape and ensure delivery to the nucleus. 
Peptide-mediated arrays of GNRs and gold nanospheres (GNSs) have also been developed. The 
ultimate aim is to make the arrays stimulus-responsive (to either pH or temperature) to act as a 
biosensor with a visual readout. Experiments are ongoing. 
 
For our main proof-of-principle application, tracking the Glucocorticoid Receptor as it is activated, 
transported to the nucleus and finds its way the its GR response element on the DNA, GR cell 
extracts have been studied in vitro (Schaaf and Van Noort). Specific binding was tested and single-
molecule detection of CFP labeled GR was started to pave the path for GNR labeled GR in vitro 
and in vivo experiments. For this Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence microscopy and Fluore-
scence Correlation Spectroscopy have been used. 
 
Overall, synthesis and microscopy run smoothly, but we have had a significant hold-up due to 
delivery challenges and non-specific interactions of GNRs in cells. It seems that direct injection into 
cells solves these issues and that we are now in a good position to apply the single GNR tracking 
for following specific proteins in cells. 
 
2. Added value of the programme 
As anticipated, it has been essential to bring together the expertise of physicists, chemists and bio-
logists in order to achieve the full potential of GNRs as superior biological markers. Having all the 
involved labs in the same building has greatly facilitated this. We have had monthly meetings this 
year with all participants, including co-author Dr. Peter Zijlstra who moved from Leiden to 
Eindhoven at the beginning of the program. Next to these lively meetings, there have been fre-
quent, regular interactions between the researchers from the participating groups. All of the 
oio's/postdocs have participated in joint experiments in which both partners were present in each 
other's laboratory. 
 
Since the start, both Kros (2015) and van Noort (2014) have received a VICI grant for research that 
is related to the programme.  
 
A strong interest has developed from the ecotoxicology group of Martina Vijver (Leiden Univer-
sity) and we are setting up experiments to look into the toxicologic effects of nanoparticles in vivo. 
 
3. Personnel 
All of the positions are currently filled and progress is on schedule. Graduations are planned for 
2016. 
 
4. Publications 
11SGC01 
- Publication in preparation: Parallel two-photon spectroscopy on single Gold Nanorods, S. 

Carozza, J. Capoulade and J. van Noort. 
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11SGC02 
- Publication in preparation: Tuning the SPR of gold nanorods by cyanide etching; photothermal 

detection in an optical trap; anti-Stokes photoluminescence for background-free imaging and 
tracking and for temperature monitoring, A. Carattino and M. Orrit. 

 
11SGC03 
- Publication in preparation:The effect of specific and nonspecific DNA binding on the intranu-

clear mobility of the glucocorticoid receptor, V. Keizer, T. Schmidt, M. Schaaf. 
 
11SGC04 
- Determination of oligomeric states of peptide complexes using thermal unfolding curves, Rabe, 

Martin; Boyle, Aimee; Zope, Harshal R; Versluis, Frank; Kros, Alexander, Biopolymers 2015, 
104, 65-72. 

- Submitted to Organic Biomolecular Chemistry: An antiparallel tetrameric coiled coil, T. Zheng, 
M. Bulacu, F. Versluis, A. Boyle, H. R. Marsden, J. Raap, G. Martelli, A. Sevink and A. Kros. 

 
5. Valorisation and outreach 
There have been no activities in terms of patents or start-ups. We have started initial experiments 
with Martina Vijver (Leiden University) on screening the toxicological effects of GNRs and other 
plasmonic nanoparticles. 
 
6. Vacancies 
No vacancies. 
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Fact sheet as of 1 January 2015 

 FOM - 12.0254/3 
 datum: 01-01-2015 
 
 
APPROVED FOM PROGRAMME 
 
 
Number 135. 
  
Title (code) Single gold nanorods in live cells (SGC) 
  
Executive organisational unit BUW 
  
Programme management Dr.ir. S.J.T. van Noort 
  
Duration 2012-2017  
  
Cost estimate M€ 1.4 
  
Concise programme description 
a. Objectives 
The aim of this programme is to develop the methodology to probe the function and mechanics of 
a wide range of biomolecules in a living cell. We will use a single gold nanorod as a probe for 
tracking and force/torque transduction on single molecules. Kros will synthesize gold nanorods 
with a surface chemistry that allows us to incorporate a specific functionality onto the probe and to 
control conjugation with selected proteins inside the cell, that are genetically tagged by Schaaf. 
Tagged proteins will be followed in three dimensions for arbitrarily long times using the two-
photon microscope and tracking algorithms developed by Van Noort. Orrit will further develop 
the optical trapping and manipulation of a single gold nanorod in vitro. 
We will use this new technology to study and develop delivery strategies for nanorods into the 
cell, to optimize detection and manipulation techniques for chromatin biophysics in vitro, to reveal 
the mechanisms of glucocorticoid receptor (GR) based regulation in vivo and to probe chromatin 
organization in vivo. 
 
b. Background, relevance and implementation 
Single-molecule fluorescence and force spectroscopy provide novel insight into the dynamics and 
interactions of biomolecules. Yet, current in vitro experiments are not always relevant to complex 
and variable cell conditions. Tracking and manipulating single molecules inside a cell is still not 
possible because (1) current fluorescent labels exhibit poor optical stability and (2) the bulky 
microbeads employed in optical or magnetic tweezers easily interfere with cell function. 
We will employ gold nanorods as a solution to both these issues. Recently we have developed 
methods to track and trap single gold nanorods in vitro, and in this programme we will advance 
these methods further to probe specific biomolecules inside a cell. Because gold nanorods don't 
blink or bleach we can follow a labeled biomolecule for arbitrary long times. Moreover, their small 
volume (comparable to a big protein complex) warrants a significantly reduced invasiveness 
compared to microbeads generally used for force spectroscopy. Being small, they are also less 
prone to undesired non-specific interactions with cell components. 
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Our consortium will use the physical knowledge on microscopy and force spectroscopy, chemical 
knowledge on the synthesis and functionalization of gold nanoparticles, as well as specific 
biological knowledge to address the glucocorticoid signaling pathway. All participants are located 
in one building, ensuring a close and efficient collaboration. By joining the expertise from such 
diverse disciplines we will be able to address one of the most pertinent challenges in biophysics 
and cell biology i.e. tracking and manipulating the journey of individual molecules through the 
cell.  
 
 
Funding 
salarispeil cao per 01-07-2012 
 
Via BUW 

bedragen in k€ < 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 ≥ 2020 Totaal 

FOM-basisexploitatie 740 326 259 46 - - - 1.371 

FOM-basisinvesteringen - - - - - - - - 

Doelsubsidies NWO - - - - - - - - 

Doelsubsidies derden - - - - - - - - 

Totaal 740 326 259 46 - - - 1.371 
 
 
Source documents and progress control 
a) Original programme proposal: FOM-11.1199 
b) Ex ante evaluation: FOM-11.1412 
c) Decision Executive Board: FOM-12.0253 
 
 
Remarks 
The final evaluation of this programme will consist of a self-evaluation initiated by the programme 
leader and is foreseen for 2017. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 SK par. HOZB 
 
 
Subgebied: 100% FL 
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Historical overview of input en output 

 

Input personnel (in fte)  finances* (in k€ ) 
WP/V WP/T PhD NWP 

2012 - - 1.1 - 208 

2013 - 1.3 3.0 - 663 

2014 - 2.0 3.0 - 331 

 

Output PhD theses refereed publications other publications & 
presentations 

patents 

2013 - - 2 - 

2014 - 3 11 - 

* After closing the financial year. 
 
 
PhD defences 
2013 
None. 

2014 
None. 

 
 
Patents (new/changes) 
2013 
None. 

2014 
None. 
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Overview of projects and personnel 

 
Workgroup FOM-L-21 

Leader Prof.dr. M.A.G.J. Orrit 
Organisation Leiden University 
Programme Single gold nanorods in live cells 
Project (title + number) GNRs for single molecule detaction andmanipulation 11SGC02 
 
FOM employees on this project 
Name  Position Start date End date 
A.J. Carattino PhD 01 October 2012 30 September 2016 
 
 
Workgroup FOM-L-36 

Leader Dr.ir. S.J.T. van Noort 
Organisation Leiden University 
Programme Single gold nanorods in live cells 
Project (title + number) Two-photon tracking of functional GNRs in livecells 11SGC01 
 
FOM employees on this project 
Name  Position Start date End date 
J. Capoulade postdoc 01 September 2013 14 October 2015 
S. Carozza PhD 01 July 2012 30 June 2016 
 
 
Workgroup FOM-L-37 

Leader Dr. M.J.M. Schaaf 
Organisation Leiden University 
Programme Single gold nanorods in live cells 
Project (title + number) GR signaling exposed with GNRs 11SGC03 
 
FOM employees on this project 
Name  Position Start date End date 
V.I.P. Keizer PhD 01 September 2012 31 August 2016 
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Workgroup FOM-L-38 

Leader Dr. A. Kros 
Organisation Leiden University 
Programme Single gold nanorods in live cells 
Project (title + number) Synthesis and dilivery of functional GNRs 11SGC04 
 
FOM employees on this project 
Name  Position Start date End date 
A.L. Boyle postdoc 01 January 2013 31 December 2015 
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